Synchronous wakefields in a dispersive waveguide are formulated in a general form. The fundamental role of group velocity in wakefield propagation, calculation of attenuation, amplitudes, form-factors and loss-factors is demonstrated for single-bunch and multi-bunch train. Waveguide adiabatic tapering and bunch density variations are taken into account analytically in the timedomain. Application of this approach to oversized pipe with small corrugations and roughness is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The resonant wakefields induced in a slow wave structure are an important problem of accelerator physics which is associated usually with beam loading and instabilities, rf-generation and energy loss at high order modes (HOMs). The development of novel slow wave structures based on emerging technologies and new materials calls for consideration of the problem under more general assumptions. Generalization is especially important when the group velocity is not small compared to the particle velocity. For future linear colliders the normalized group velocity /It, is expected to be about 0.1 [l] . A similar situation takes place in some new rf structures, e.g. in planar mm-wave flat-field structures [2] that can be used for both rf-generation and acceleration. An important issue for linear colliders is the development of effective high-frequency rf sources. One of the most promising schemes utilizes the heavy beam loading effect of an intense, relativistic bunched train in a slow wave structure for direct transformation of linac beam power into extracted rf power. Dielectric-loaded waveguide structures [5, 6, 7] can be very efficient for mmwave power generation with ultrarelativistic beams. Cherenkov radiators of this kind usually have a high group velocity in the range of (0.1-0.7)~ [8] . The simplicity of this method makes this technology an attractive option for future high-energy linear colliders. In addition, it is relevant to a number of proposals to use dielectric loaded structures as collinear wakefield accelerators [9, 10] .
Cherenkov radiation in a waveguide pipe with dielectric [l 11 and in some slow wave systems [12] was considered on a strictly electro-dynamics basis for point charge exciting monopole mode in an infinitely long uniform waveguide. This paper is a generalized extension of [11, 12] for matched slow wave waveguides (including tapered periodic) and a bunch with variable parameters [13] . The approach applied here also includes the effect of dispersion of group velocity causing wave front diffusion that can be important for long dispersive structures or at operating frequencies near the cut-off [ 131.
SINGLE-BUNCH FIELDS
We assume here that the resonant frequency W , , is always inside the passband and relatively constant with respect to bandwidth along the matched waveguide. We In the frequency domain we apply a general approach developed by Vainshtein [14] and Solntsev [15] . This approach is based on the field expansion in series of With the exception of the case of perfect (lowloss) structure, the resonant wakefield becomes short due to high 'dynamic' attenuation Im; (see (2,3) ). In addition, non-resonant and resistive wakefields can be dominant. Note, resonant wakefield in waveguide relies on the approximation of an infinitely long structure. From the compression effect it follows that structure length should be long enough so that the wakefield is longer than the bunch length: L ( v / vgrs -1) >> 
BEAM-INDUCED FIELD
To recall the simple formulae of beam loading when the group velocity is substantial we assume {v, Q, Tb, q}= const, PI = 0 = rI , and a constant impedance waveguide. without detuning:
where K is an integer number of beam subharmonic with respect to the resonant frequency. The field amplitude E,, is defined here as:
The field in the transient regime can be obtained using Hence, the average power generated by the steady-state beam loading at high group velocity satisfies the same formula known from the conventional approach:
It is important to note, non-small group velocity (compared to the bunch velocity) can induce pulsation in output power. The generalized conditions for slowlyvarying amplitude (the fields are long-range) follows from 
(8)
If the amplitude is slowly-varying and (8) is satisfied, one can apply to (2) the superposition principle in an integral form. In more general form the long-range fields (including HOMs) can be represented in terms of the dimensionless amplitude C, (z,t) :
where E ( 7 , t ) =ReCs(z,r)B,(7)exp(-iwt), is the characteristic frequency of the interaction process (e.g. Equation (9) is well-known in TWTBWO theory [23] and can be derived also from other models without imposing limitations on v,/v value. Those include models of coupled cavities and the model of the cavity excitation by summation over modes having different longitudinal wavenumbers [ 131.
CONCLUSION
If the group velocity is not small compared to the bunch velocity, it can play an important role in the magnitude of resonant fields induced by single bunch and in beam loading in the transient regime. For example, in a linac with low-energy injection and low-gain tapered buncher section, the v,/v ratio can be as high as 0.57 [24] . Therefore, the group velocity effect will have a noticeable impact on the wakefields and beam dynamics especially for the high-current, stored-energy mode of linac operation [ 131. It was confirmed numerically for strongly tapered bunching/accelerating sections. Retarded arguments and the l/(l-vJv) factor were included in these self-consistent simulations [25, 26] performed for transient beam loading. This effect should be taken into account in designing a linear collider operating in transient regime or in a single-bunch mode. The accuracy of short-range field calculations based on the modal loss-factors can be improved by including the group velocity effect in the loss-factor computations.
BBU simulations for Drive Beam Deceleration schemes or for future linear colliders can be influenced by field 'compressiordexpansion' and group delays in arguments (especially for tapered sections). It can be important in collinear wakefield accelerators as well.
In oversized pipe with small corrugations and finite conductance the resonant wakefields become short, and resistive wakefields can be dominant.
